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Boucharouite Berber Fantasy, 1950s, Hand-knotted Wool In Morocco, Good Condition, A Real Painting

680 EUR

Signature : femmes berbères

Period : 20th century

Condition : Très bon état

Material : Wool

Length : 205 cm - 81"

Width : 100 cm - 39"

https://www.proantic.com/en/1090929-boucharouite-berber-fa

ntasy-1950s-hand-knotted-wool-in-morocco-good-condition-a

-real-pa.html

Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

I don't know about you, but I love it, I love the

work of these rugs like works of contemporary

art, I love their light and the colors of these

naturally dyed wools and I love this mess, But

this disorder is only order and purity. Carpet to

put on the wall rather than on the floor, thickness

5 cm, this beautiful Berber work, knotted by

women is a Moroccan fantasy full of spirit! The

illiteracy and isolation of these Berber women

were expressed in the silence of the very

construction of carpets by an abstract tribal

iconography deeply buried since the dawn of time

in their collective consciousness. These rugs tell

the story of women's lives, each woman creates

her rug, her rugs, which makes each piece unique

and singular. (Far from the commercial criteria of

today) These women prisoners of their conditions



express themselves in their creation thanks to

their imagination making works of art worthy of

the greatest museums of modern art and

contemporary art. These rough, clumsy,

sometimes clumsy carpets that are these works

belong to a world apart. These fascinating works,

this virtuosity is of the order of the conceptual.

Dimensions: width 100 cm (39") x length: 205

cm (81"), The old and modern carpets of

Morocco are always dyed in a natural way. Very

good collectible condition, this piece will find all

its splendor on the wall of a residence ## Note the

rug is rectangular, the photo bringing perspective;

Our model is in very good condition for its age,

has the characteristics described above. It has

been professionally and environmentally cleaned

like all of our 500 mats. ## The buyer of this little

marvel will receive an invoice equivalent to a

certificate FREE SHIPPING FOR FRANCE as

for all of our rugs. FR 0EUR / EUROPE 25EUR /

WORLD 50EUR For more information you can

reach me on 06 13 36 09 30 or on

winsteinprovence@gmail.com
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